Decoding neuropathic pain severity using distinct patterns of corticolimbic metabotropic glutamate receptor 5.
Susceptibility to neuropathic pain and the degree of pain amplification vary among individuals. However, methods for objective evaluation of pain status have not been well established. Using an animal model, we identified the brain signature of neuropathic pain, and developed a method for the objective evaluation of pain degree. We analyzed paw withdrawal thresholds from rats that were subjected to right L5 spinal nerve ligation (SNL) surgery, and regressed them to the metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) availability levels in the brain using [11C] ABP688 PET image data from our previous research. We found clusters with a significant correlation to paw withdrawal threshold localized in brain areas involved in sensory, cognitive, and affective aspects of pain processing. Strikingly, mGluR5 availability levels in the identified brain regions showed distinct patterns in the neuropathic pain group but not in the control group. We successfully elucidated the degree of pain-sensing behavior using the neuropathic pain-specific pattern of the mGluR5 availability. Our study provides new insight into the signature of neuropathic pain in the brain, and offers a novel diagnostic method for objectively decoding the status of individual neuropathic pain.